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Abstract The major shortcoming of image-guided navi-

gation systems is the use of presurgically acquired image

data, which does not account for intra-operative changes

such as brain shift, tissue deformation and tissue removal

occurring during the surgical procedure. Intra-operative

ultrasound (iUS) is becoming widely used in neurosurgery

but they lack orientation and panoramic view. In this

article, we describe our procedure for US-based real-time

neuro-navigation during surgery. We used fusion imaging

between preoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

and iUS for brain lesion removal in 67 patients so far.

Surgical planning is based on preoperative MRI only. iUS

images obtained during surgery are fused with the preop-

erative MRI. Surgery is performed under intra-operative

US control. Relying on US imaging, it is possible to

recalibrate navigated MRI imaging, adjusting distortion

due to brain shift and tissue resection, continuously

updating the two modalities. Ultrasound imaging provides

excellent visualization of targets, their margins and sur-

rounding structures. The use of navigated MRI is helpful in

better understanding cerebral ultrasound images, providing

orientation and panoramic view. Intraoperative US-guided

neuro-navigation adjustments are very accurate and helpful

in the event of brain shift. The use of this integrated system

allows for a true real-time feedback during surgery.
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Sommario Il principale difetto della neurochirurgia gui-

data da immagini è il basarsi su immagini acquisite prima

dell’intervento, che per ovvie ragioni non possono tenere

conto di fenomeni intra-operatori come il brain-shift, la de-

formazione dei tessuti e l’asportazione di tessuto patologico.

L’ecografia intra-operatoria (iUS) sta acquisendo sempre

maggior rilevanza in ambito neurochirurgico ma è limitata

dalla difficoltosa interpretazione dell’orientamento delle

immagini e dalla scarsa panoramicità. In questo articolo

descriviamo la nostra tecnica di neuronavigazione real-time

basata sull’ecografia intra-operatoria. Fino ad ora abbiamo

impiegato la fusione d’immagini tra la risonanza magnetica

(MRI) pre-operatoria e l’iUS in 67 pazienti affetti da neo-

plasie cerebrali. La pianificazione dell’intervento e l’ap-

proccio chirurgico è basata sulla (MRI) pre-operatoria

mentre l’intervento è guidato dall’iUS. Basandosi sull’iUS è

possibile correggere la calibrazione delle immagini (MRI)

pre-operatorie correggendo il brain-shift, aggiornando con-

tinuamente le due modalità. L’ecografia intra-operatoria

permette una eccellente identificazione dei target, dei mar-

gini e delle strutture circostanti. L’uso del navigatore basato

su (MRI) pre-operatoria è utile nella comprensione delle

immagini ecografiche soprattutto per quanto riguarda l’ori-

entazione e la visione panoramica. Le correzione del sistema

di neuronavigazione basate sull’iUS sono accurate e utili nel

caso di fenomeni intra-operatori come il brain-shift, la de-

formazione dei tessuti e l’asportazione di tessuto patologico.
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La neuronavigazione baasata sulla fusione d’immagini tra

iUS e (MRI) pre-operatoria permette un vero feeback in real-

time durante la chirurgia.

Introduction

Image-guided neuro-navigation systems represent a routine

tool in neurosurgery but they are based on preoperative

imaging, so they have to be considered a dynamic but not a

real-time technique [1]. The accuracy of this system during

surgery is maximum before the craniotomy but decreases

with the progress of surgical manipulation; this worsening

is inevitable, and it is due to two main factors: the first, so-

called brain shift, is caused by the effect of the gravity on

the brain, brain swelling and escape of cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF); the second is due to parenchymal deformation

caused by surgical maneuvers [2–4].

Intraoperative MRI (iMRI) and CT (iCT) have been

introduced in order to update the imaging data [5] and

neutralize this loss of accuracy. On the one hand, these

devices have good spatial resolution, wide field of view and

the absence of anatomic limitations but on the other hand,

they are quite expensive and time-consuming. Further-

more, it is not possible to operate under direct guidance,

and for this reason, they cannot be considered true real-

time intra-operative imaging systems.

Another technique extensively used during neurosurgi-

cal procedures is intra-operative Ultrasounds (iUS); in

recent years, multiple studies demonstrated their value in

tumor detection during surgery, giving to iUS a foreground

position in the field of intraoperative imaging [6–9]. The

main point of value of iUS consists in obtaining a real-time

scan repeatable as many times as necessary without the

cost and the duration of other intraoperative techniques.

Surely, iUS have also some limitations: their spatial reso-

lution, width and orientation of the field of view (different

from the standard orthogonal planes of CT and MRI) and

their scan quality, which are operator dependent [10].

Furthermore, most neurosurgeons have difficulty inter-

preting iUS imaging mainly for the lack of specific train-

ing, which leads to a long learning curve when adopted.

Based on these premises, a real-time intraoperative

fusion imaging (FI) between preoperative imaging (MRI)

and intraoperative ultrasound for virtual navigation has

been introduced and promoted by some authors [11, 12].

Our aim with this article is to present our method for

intra-operative US guidance and how we perform surgery

for brain lesion removal using iUS system with virtual

navigation technology, which fuses iUS exam with a ref-

erence modality (preoperative MRI), emphasizing on the

positive aspects of this approach.

Materials and methods

System architecture

We use a last generation US equipment (Esaote MyLab,

Esaote, Italy), which includes an US scanner equipped with

an electromagnetic tracking system and a dedicated soft-

ware for Virtual Navigation (MedCom, Germany). The

probe is a variable band linear array with operating band-

width: 3–11 MHz (Esaote-LA332), covered with a sterile

probe cover (Civco, USA) for iUS evaluation in sterile

conditions. The tracking system consists of a transmitter,

positioned on a dedicated support, that generates a mag-

netic field, and a receiver attached to a pointer during the

registration phase and to the US probe during navigation.

The system provides the position and orientation of the US

probe in relation to the transmitter in a 3-D frame, based on

which an oblique plane is cut through the 3-D MRI dataset

in order to generate the corresponding 2-D MR images. As

a preoperative reference imaging, we ordinarily use a

volumetric T1-weighted contrast-enhanced MRI (Siemens,

Holland).

Preoperative procedure

The first step is to acquire a scan of the patient with the

reference modality (usually volumetric T1-weighted con-

trast-enhanced MRI) and to transfer the obtained images in

the navigation system in DICOM format, using a LAN

connection. The virtual navigation system processes every

slice of the exam, evaluating the slice thickness and

dimension, generating a three-dimensional (3-D) volume;

the exam is showed in three orthogonal planes and in a 3-D

reconstruction, on which the surgeon plans the surgical

approach, as with a standard neuro-navigation system

(Fig. 1a2).

The patient is then positioned on the surgical table with

the head held in a three-pin headholder; the transmitter is

bonded to the clamp and is kept steady and correctly ori-

ented toward the patient by a proper support. The trans-

mitter is considered the origin of the reference system,

while position and orientation of US probe in the generated

3-D space is provided by the receiver. This tracking system

is based on an electromagnetic field that attenuates with

distance, having the highest accuracy in 15–20 cm far from

the transmitter (Fig. 1a1).

The registration procedure between the MRI volume and

the real-time US scan consists of an initial rigid registration

of corresponding external anatomical landmarks that is

subsequently refined with a fine-tuning registration. The

first phase (rigid registration) is performed as with standard

neuro-navigator, using eight anatomical landmarks selected

on the volume’s surface (tip of the nose, glabella, lateral
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canthus, tragus, ear attachment). The receiver of the

tracking system is linked to a registration pen and is used to

mark the anatomical landmarks on the patient’s skin,

matching them with the equivalent points indicated on the

MRI volume rendering on the navigation system.

The second level of the registration phase (fine tuning) is

carried out during surgery.

The aim of the registration is to align the patient’s

position with the 3-D dataset position in a known and fixed

coordinate system in a 3-D frame of which the transmitter

is the origin. When all anatomical landmarks defined on the

MRI reconstructed surface are matching with the corre-

sponding points on the patient, acquired with the Pen tool,

the system is able to calculate the ‘‘rigid registration

matrix’’. Using this matrix, it is possible to correlate the

probe spatial position and US image with the related ref-

erence imaging modality (MRI). The receiver is then

mounted on the US probe. Before surgery, we usually

check the precision of the first registration phase, and of the

system probe-receiver, matching some external anatomical

landmarks on the patient with the same points on the vol-

ume surface created by the system; we usually use the

midpoint of the linear US probe as the tip of a neuro-

navigator pointer (Fig. 1a1).

Once the precision of the system has been verified, the

navigated US probe is used as a pointer to plan the

Fig. 1 a Craniotomy planning using the navigated US probe; a1 US

probe is used like a neuro-navigator pointer; a2 screenshot of the VN

unit: in the superior right box, it is visualized the MRI corresponding

to the probe orientation; the superior left box usually displays the US

imaging that it is not visualized because of bone shielding, the

inferior boxes depict different orthogonal planes. b intraoperative

procedure, bone flap has been removed, and trans-dural US scan is

performed; b1 US probe is approached to dura mater, to perform a

two-axis B-mode evaluation of the lesion and a first comparison

between iUS and preoperative MRI; b2 screenshot of the VN unit: in

the superior right box, it is visualized the MRI corresponding to the

probe orientation; the superior left box displays the US imaging; the

inferior boxes depict different orthogonal planes
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craniotomy, relying only on the MRI volume, because US

imaging is not available due to bone shielding. Figure 2

summarizes the preoperative workflow.

Intraoperative procedure and data analysis

The patient is draped, and the US probe covered with a

sterile plastic probe cover coupled with ultrasound gel and

the craniotomy is performed under MRI navigation

guidance.

After bone flap removal, but before opening the dura,

brain parenchyma might shift toward the hole but does not

change its shape, causing what we call brain shift without

brain deformation.

At this point, a first fine-tuning registration phase is

performed. The brain surface is scanned with standard

B-mode US modality, and the lesion is analyzed: on the

screen of the virtual navigation system, the US imaging

and the correspondent preoperative MRI are displayed

merged together (Fig. 1b). Thanks to this feature, it is

possible to evaluate the accuracy of the first registration

procedure looking for misalignment of major anatomical

structures such as ventricles, arteries, mid-brain and dural

structures between the MR image and the real-time US

Fig. 2 Preoperative workflow
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image. If a difference between the real position of a

structure (assessed by US image) and the virtual position

(according to the virtual navigation system) is observed,

the error is measured and might be corrected in two ways

(Fig. 3):

1. Freezing of the US system (both images) and dragging

the MR image with the mouse to the correct position

over the US image; this is possible if the same

landmark is present in both modalities, allowing an in

plane correction.

2. Freezing only one image (US or MRI) and moving the

probe until the live image display the same information

as the frozen one thus matching both modalities; this is

possible if no common landmark is visible, making an

out of plane correction necessary.

Once the fine tuning is completed, the navigation phase

starts. On the screen, the image from the US probe merged

with the corresponding preoperative MRI is visualized,

helping recognize the structures thanks to the continuous

update and comparison (Fig. 3d). During the resection of the

mass, it is possible to perform multiple US scans in order to

evaluate the brain shift and the parenchyma distortion, which

can be corrected and compensated (Fig. 3); the proximity of

other structures (Fig. 4) and the surgical cavity (Fig. 5b).

Figure 6 illustrates the intra-operative workflow.

Multiple images, cine clips and dataset (data regarding

brain shift, distortion and adjustments performed) are

obtained and stored to permit an offline analysis. Intraop-

erative qualitative analysis is performed comparing

B-mode US imaging and preacquired MR images.

Discussion and conclusions

Fusion imaging between preoperative MRI and intra-

operative US is a particularly useful tool since it combines

benefits of two imaging modalities, overcoming the limi-

tations of both. Neuro-navigation is based on preoperative

MRI with all its positive features: spatial resolution, width

of field, absence of anatomical limitations and neurosur-

geons familiarity with this technique. Its main limitation

relies on being based on preoperative imaging that does not

reflect the real situation during surgery, not taking into

account dynamic phenomena such as brain shift, tissue

deformation (retractors, spatula and surgical maneuvers),

tissue resection and parenchyma re-expansion. On the other

hand, US imaging advantages reside in being a repeatable,

real-time imaging modality. However, its limited field of

view, the multiple unusual plane of insonation and its

image quality, dependent on the operator abilities, make it

difficult to interpret. Furthermore, most neurosurgeons did

Fig. 3 Intra-operative US (a)
and corresponding preoperative

MRI (b) view in a case of left

temporo-parietal high-grade

glioma; c and d show fusion

imaging between iUS and

preoperative MRI; in c, it is

appreciable a misalignment

([4 mm) between the wall of

the lateral ventricle in iUS

(arrow head) and MRI (arrow);

brain shift correction is

performed; in d, US image has

been freezed and the MRI has

been manually adjusted to fix

the error of alignment between

the wall of the lateral ventricle

in iUS (arrow head) and MRI

(arrow)
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Fig. 4 Example of intraoperative identification of internal anatomical landmarks in a case of right parieto-occipital high-grade glioma (l):

tentorium cerebelli (t), falx cerebri (f), straight sinus (r), choroid plexus of the left lateral ventricle (cp), cerebellum (c), fourth ventricle (v4)

Fig. 5 Comparison between

scans before tumor resection

(a) (a1 in iUS and a2 in

preoperative MRI) and after

tumor resection (b) (b1 shows

iUS and b2 shows fusion of iUS

and preoperative MRI); after

tumor removal in b2, it is

noticeable the difference

between preoperative MRI and

iUS while before tumor

removal, preoperative MRI

correspond to iUS (a2)
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not receive a specific training in interpreting iUS images

and in setting the device.

The combination of these two techniques overcomes the

limitations of each single one with the result of a new type

of surgery.

Fusion imaging was first introduced by radiologists for

the treatment of hepatic neoplasms or lesions [13–17]. To

target hepatic lesions, especially when characterized by

poor sonographic signal [18], they perform an US-guided,

minimal invasive (e.g., RF ablation) procedure merging the

iUS imaging with CT or other modalities.

We have adopted the same technology with an approach

that is somehow the opposite; virtual navigation can guide

the neurosurgeon to plan the craniotomy (Fig. 1a) while

fusion imaging provides orientation, and helps to

understand anatomy and relationships of the lesion

(Fig. 4); once these are clear, it is possible to safely rely on

US images only. The conventional navigation system is in

fact a standard tool in planning and performing the crani-

otomy [19]. However, once the bone flap has been

removed, brain shift takes place, affecting neuro-naviga-

tion references and making it less accurate for fine recog-

nition of anatomical landmarks. Indeed, even if it is

possible to correct brain shift over and over again during

surgery, it is not possible to fix the brain deformation that

inevitably takes place through surgical manipulation; this

causes the preoperative images to be inadequate in

describing the real situation. In other words, preoperative

MRI should help in understanding US images, always

keeping in mind that only US images are really faithful to

Fig. 6 Intra-operative

workflow
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the actual intraoperative anatomy, showing in real time the

degree of excision, residual mass or proximity with other

structures (Figs. 4, 5).

It is evident that most neurosurgeons are not familiar

with US imaging, probably because of lack of use in

preoperative diagnostic process, also because of an

indisputable lower quality of the images in the past.

Additionally, notwithstanding the increased use of iUS in

neurosurgery, only few neurosurgeons received specific

training on US; furthermore, there is an inherent diffi-

culty in understanding the images formed by US, and

this leads to a longer learning curve. Fusion imaging can

shorten the learning curve of the US anatomy leading,

with little experience, to shift mainly toward US imaging

during surgery.

Relying on our experience, we would like to emphasize

a few technical aspects:

In regard of the registration phase, we have observed a

higher level of precision during the procedure using

external anatomical landmarks on subject’s eyes, ears

and nose compared with the use of skin fiducial markers.

In fact, the latter is affected by skin deformation and also

by fiducials that might move, leading to a loss of

registration accuracy. Furthermore, this procedure

allows to speed up the overall registration procedure

before starting the proper navigation phase with the

fusion between the two imaging modalities.

The aim of fine-tuning procedure is to have the highest

accuracy possible in the area of interest, and it is

somehow acceptable to have a certain degree of

inaccuracy in the representation of areas distant to the

main surgical target. Anyway, it should be clear that, de

facto, this operation is a manual recalibration based on

the operator skills and judgment.

After tumor resection has been partially or completely

performed, we are also aware that the two imaging

modalities are not showing the same anatomical situa-

tion; therefore, the further we proceed with the surgery,

the more we rely solely on US imaging, and we use the

MRI as a reference for orientation (Fig. 5).

The size of the tip of the US probe (1 cm 9 3.5 cm)

needs a relatively wide craniotomy to achieve a good

transparenchymal window for obtaining clear images.

Finally, we must consider the difficulty to visualize the

parenchyma in case of profused bleeding or excessive use

of hemostatic material, which is highly hyperechoic [20].

In our opinion, the main application of this technique is

surely for intra-parenchymal tumors removal, because iUS

can be of help in identifying the lesion and residual mass

with great sensitivity [21, 22], but we should not under-

estimate its use in skull base tumors, abscesses, cysts,

hematomas or aneurysms.

In our opinion, intraoperative US imaging combined

with neuro-navigator represents a major innovation in

neurosurgery; it is reliable, accurate, easy to use, permit-

ting a continuous real-time feedback without interrupting

surgery. Moreover, in the future, it could be possible to

implement other functions/modalities in fusion imaging

such as tractography (DTI) and contrast-enhanced ultra-

sound (CEUS).
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